Intake Date

1/11/2014

1/20/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

was found hanging by the neck in his home
bathroom. At this time there is no knowledge or indication of
abuse or neglect.
was pronounced dead sometime after 6:30pm tonight
after hanging by the neck in the bathroom of the family home. A
belt was wrapped around his neck. He had texted his girlfriend,
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide
apparently giving a hint at what he was doing, but they did not
respond. At dinner with mom tonight he was smiling and fun,
giving no hint of suffering, or of a desire to harm himself. There
are no indications that foul play was involved at this time, but
detectives have not arrived yet.
Mom is currently at the hospital and hysterical.

On 1/20/2014
was being cared for by the mother who
put him on the couch about a couple feet away fixing him a
bottle. The mother heard
grasping for air and went to
check on him.
appeared to be ok and the mother went to
continue fixing him a bottle. The mother heard
grasp for
air again and went back to check on him.
had turned a
bluish color and was not breathing. The incident happened at
9:50 am this morning and law enforcement was contacted about
10:00 am by the mother. There was no reason to suspect abuse
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
or neglect.
was born with multiple medical conditions. He had a
deformed brain stem, no motor skills, had seizures, the back
part of his skull never developed, and his brain was exposed at
had several brain surgeries due to his condition. He
birth.
was not expected to live past 6 months.
The father works for
. The father was not at home
at the time.
There were no concerns with the parenting styles.
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Intake Date

1/28/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

Allegation Narrative

On 1/25/2014,
ran away from home. On 1/26/2014
was discovered dead with a self inflicted gunshot
wound.
told his step mother that he was going to a friend's
house at noon on 1/25. He was told to come home by 2:00pm.
When he didn't return the stepmother reported him missing.
The friend whose home
was going to said that he had
been with his biological father all day and had not seen

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide

had a history of depression and was prescribed
medication for it. He did not have his medication on the day of
the incident.
lost his biological mother in October of
last year and lost a sister at some point earlier in his life.

2/4/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

On 2/4/2014,
committed suicide with a 12-guage shotgun
that he had access to in the home.
body was found by his
brother,
has been having some issues with his Stepmom and had
gotten suspended from school on 2/3/2014. Dad may be a
convicted felon and is aware that not only should he not be in
possession of guns, he and Stepmom were aware of
recent difficulties.
left notes for everyone and he had gotten in trouble in
Investigated through other intake.
school yesterday.
has been doing well in school. There is
no information about
.
There are concerns that Dad may also be a convicted sex
offender.
No information was provided about Dad and Stepmom's general
parenting skills.
It is not known what involvement Mom has with
and
if any.

Investigated via subsequent report.
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Intake Date

2/12/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

died 3 years ago due to an unknown disease. It is
believed that
died due to "negligence" by the mother.
complained to someone one time that her heart was
hurting and stated "we don't go to the doctor". The mother was
seen giving
an unknown pink pill one day. On the same
day,
was skipping school and running when her legs
went numb and she collapse. She was seen by the school nurse
who contacted the mother. The mother arrived to transport her
to the emergency room. However,
died while in route to
the hospital. On 02/12/2014, the home was dirty. Dog urine and
crap can be smelled at the door. The windows are covered with
blankets. A room in the home and the garage that is halfway
opened is filled with garbage and boxes. No known harm or
effect to the children. The children are physically able to clean.
The home has been dirty for about 3 years but not as bad as the No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
current condition.
is dying from what is believed to be kidney disease or the
same disease her twin,
had. It is unknown if she is not
receiving medical treatment.
also skips school a lot and
she sleeps with a lot of boys. The 14 year old sister is really
quiet and stays in her own world.
had a history of
skipping school.
The mother and father do not work. The mother takes
medications for an unknown reason. There is an uncle or
grandfather in his 50s who resides in the home.
The mother is "irresponsible" due to the condition of the home
and her "negligence" which is believed to be contributed to
death.
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Intake Date

2/19/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

2/20/2014

NOT ACCEPT

3/3/2014

NOT ACCEPT

3/4/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative
passed away after smothering in between the cushions of
the couch while being left unattended due to the parents being
passed out on drugs.
A few years back,
passed away after smothering in
between the cushions of the couch. The baby was left on the
couch unattended while the parents were passed out on drugs.
There are two other children. However, they are placed in the
custody of the paternal grandmother.
The mother is a prostitute and on drugs.
The father passed away from being on drugs and was in a car
accident.
The father brought
to the hospital because he was not
feeling well.
deceased on 02/17/2014 from Sepsis and
Staph infection.
The father was getting ready to take
to an orthopedic
appointment and instead took him to the hospital because
was not feeling well.
was Autistic and intellectually disabled.

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Investigated through other intake.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Death previously investigated.

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related

On an unknown date, the mother left victim (six years old) in
Investigated through other intake.
the home alone for an unknown amount of time. As a result, the
child ingested medication and died. No further details provided.
Someone died in a pool while at a daycare. No other information
No identifying information provided.
is known.

Death previously investigated.
No identifying information provided.
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

3/17/2014

NOT ACCEPT

3/28/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 3/16/14 at 11:01 am,
died while at home because of
Miller-Dieker Syndrome, which was expected.
was suffering from numerous ailments that contributed
to his death. The child was under the care of Physicians up until
the time of his death. The child was last seen during a routine
visitation six months ago. The child was born with the ailments.
The child was not expected to live no more than six months, but
actually lived seven years with the disorder. There were no
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
concerns of abuse or neglect to the deceased child or
was suffering from Miller-Dieker Syndrome (disorder
that infected his brain).
The mother had a restraining order against the father because
of past domestic violence. The mother and father were in the
midst of a divorce.
The mother had primary care of the children.
The mother and father verbally reprimand the child.
Sometime between the last year to a month and a half, staff
killed
when he went to visit his mother at the Florida
state hospital. Specifics are unknown.

No jurisdiction.

Non Caregiver
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Intake Date

4/5/2014

4/17/2014

4/18/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 4/5/14,
was found not breathing in the
grandfather's home. When law enforcement arrived, the captain
started conducting CPR on
A short time later EMS
responded and they continued doing CPR on
was taken to Calhoun Liberty Hospital where Dr. Stewart
Warren pronounced
deceased at 0732.
According to the grandfather, last night, 4/4/14, he and the
Investigated through other intake.
babies went to bed around 9pm. The grandfather states that
was lying in the middle of the bed. The grandfather
woke up around 2:00 this morning, 4/5/14, and
appeared okay. Later this morning, when the grandfather woke
up again, he found
lying on his side and he appeared to
be bluish colored in the face. The grandfather then yelled for his
paramour
and she took
and began conducting
CPR while she called 911.
Mom and the father of the newborn are using Crystal Meth.
Mom used during the pregnancy as well. However, the newborn
looks healthy. Mom usually calls the maternal family in Florida
when she is depressed, crying or out of drugs. Mom has a
No jurisdiction.
second child that is in placement with another father. Mom, the
newborn and the father currently reside in South Carolina. Mom
had a baby that died of SIDS two years ago in Orangeburg South
Carolina. Mom stays at home and isn't employed. The father of
newborn doesn't work either.
On 4/17/14, the mother gave birth to a stillborn. The mother
and father gave conflicting statements of still birth of infant.
They did not report the incident for several hours when the
mother was still bleeding and needed transport to the hospital.
The police have not filed any charges at this time.

No jurisdiction.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Investigated via another sequence.

Death occurred out of state.

No victim established - still born

The conflicting statements given by the mother and father were
not provided.
November 10, 2014
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

4/25/2014

NOT ACCEPT

5/9/2014

NOT ACCEPT

5/20/2014

NOT ACCEPT

5/23/2014

NOT ACCEPT

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

About three weeks to a month ago,
was driving and ran
into KinderCare Daycare near Colonial Drive in Orlando, FL. The
No jurisdiction.
Non Caregiver
incident was a hit and run. One of the children at the daycare
died as a result of the incident.
is in custody on bond, he
most likely be sentenced to life in prison. It is unknown what
caused the accident. No other details are known
On 05/08/2014, the mother gave birth to a baby boy at 22
weeks of pregnancy. The baby was born alive but died. There
was no chance of viability because the baby was born extremely
No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
premature. The mother tested positive for marijuana at
admission. The baby died before it could be tested. In the past,
the mother had a child removed from her care due to Domestic
Violence.
Five years ago, the mother gave birth. Two days after delivery
No jurisdiction.
the baby was dropped by a nurse which led to complications.
The baby was kept in the hospital for 14 months. The baby was
discharged from the hospital, taken to Hospice, and later died.
In 2011, the father was charged with the death of the
The father and paramour starved
to death or until he
passed away.
The father and paramour are currently incarcerated. The
paramour was recently sentenced to 65 years in prison. The
mother resides in Texas.

Investigated through other intake.

Non Caregiver

Death previously investigated.

is currently in foster care in Florida.

5/29/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Today, 5/28/2014,
was shot in the torso during a drug
deal that the paramour was conducting. During the deal the
paramour pulled out a gun. The person purchasing the drugs
Investigated through other intake.
also pulled out a gun and somehow
was shot. The
mother was also in the vehicle at the time.
was not
taken to the hospital immediately, instead the mother and the
paramour returned home to change vehicles first.

Investigated via another sequence.
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

About 4 or 5 months ago, the father threw the unknown 2 or 3
year old male child against the concrete wall. The child became
brain damaged and later passed away. The father is currently in
jail for this incident.

7/22/2014

NOT ACCEPT

7/22/2014

NOT ACCEPT

7/25/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

It is alleged that all of the children have been removed from the
mother's care. However, the mother just recently got custody of
the children back through the courts. The children have not
Investigated through other intake.
come back to the home yet.
It is alleged that the mother and the paramour abuse drugs. It is
not known what kind of drugs or if this has had any affects on
the children at this time.

Death previously investigated.

The mother just gave birth to the youngest child,
about
three months ago.
is currently in the care of his great
grandmother.
In 2013, the dad took
out of Florida, which he was
Death occurred out of state.
not supposed to, to Ohio and shot and killed
and then No jurisdiction.
killed himself. No other details where provided.
On the morning of 07/25/2014,
was having difficulty
breathing and was given treatments for his asthma.
was not responding to the treatments and the mother decided
to take
to the hospital. While the mother was in the
process of taking
to the hospital,
collapsed in No allegation of maltreatment reported. Health Related
the home.
was unresponsive when he arrived at the
hospital.
has a history of severe asthma and
pulmonary problems.
also lives in the home with the
mother.
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

7/28/2014

NOT ACCEPT

8/4/2014

NOT ACCEPT

8/4/2014

NOT ACCEPT

8/5/2014

NOT ACCEPT

8/6/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Approximately one year ago, the caregiver was caring for ten
children at her licensed home daycare when she was legally
only allowed to have nine. The caregiver left a 4 year old, a 3
year old, and two 2 year olds in a pool and she went inside to
use the bathroom. When she returned, the other children in the
Investigated through other intake.
pool told her that one of the 2 year old,
was dead. At
first, the caregiver did not believe them, however
had drowned in the pool. This was investigated by DCF and law
enforcement. Recently, the caregiver was convicted on four
counts of negligence, one that resulted in the death of a child,
and she is currently in jail.
ran away two to three days ago. He was in a different
No jurisdiction.
location when he was shot and killed by another peer.
On 2/21/14,
died as a result of "aggravated abuse." No
No jurisdiction.
further information is known.

On 8/5/14, mom found her son
in his apartment lying
across his bed with a hose taped to his mouth and the hose
attached to a helium tank. He was deceased. His body was badly
decomposed and there was a strong odor coming from his
bedroom. There was no suicide note and at this time the case is No jurisdiction.
being treated as a homicide.
was attending Manatee
Community College and his mother generally checks on him
once a week, but her last check was 2 weeks ago. She had been
texting him and he was responding to her text messages. He was
not married or emancipated.
There was a child death. No further details are known.
Investigated through other intake.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

Death previously investigated.

Non Caregiver

No victim identified.

Non Caregiver

Death previously investigated.
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Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

8/7/2014

9/13/2014

NOT ACCEPT

3/7/2013

NOT ACCEPT

5/23/2014

NOT ACCEPT

5/28/2014

NOT ACCEPT

6/4/2014

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

Allegation Narrative

On 8/7/14 at 3:55pm
committed suicide by hanging
himself from his bunk bed using an RCA cable.
committed suicide after losing to
in a video game. After
losing the video game,
was upset.
was found by
his mother when she walked into the bedroom.
death
doesn't stem from abuse or neglect.
was stated to not
have any past suicidal ideations or mental disabilities that may
have contributed to his death.
sister
brother
mother and father were during the time of
death. No further details could be determined.
On 6/15/08, the mother dropped
off at the sitter's home
then went to work at Universal Studios. The mother returned to
pick up
after work but
was gone. The
grandmother called 911 to report
missing. The mother
murdered
and dumped her body in a swamp.
Hotline Error - death maltreatment incorrectly attached to this
sibling (see line 18).
Approximately 9 months ago,
and
sibling was killed
as a result of abuse in the state of Arizona. It is not known who;
there are no concerns for the well being of
and
at this
time.
The mother also had a child commit suicide after a boy broke
her heart; she hung herself at 15 years old in the home. This is
believed to have happened 10 years ago. The mother had
another child die before it was born due to her decision not to
induce labor.

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide

Investigated through other intake.

Death previously investigated.

Investigated through other intake.

Death previously investigated.

No jurisdiction.

Death occurred out of state.

No allegation of maltreatment reported. Suicide

Sometime in the past, the unknown child was raped and killed
No identifying information provided.
by an unknown adult. These children weren't in the care of their
mother and father. No other information is known.

No identifying information provided.
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Intake Date

7/1/2014

7/3/2014

7/21/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

November 10, 2014

.
.
Allegation Narrative

Summary Basis for Screening
Decision

On 6/30/14, the baby was stillborn. The death occurred
somewhere around neonatal and 20 weeks or greater, but the
gestational period was at 37 weeks. The baby weighed around 5
lbs. The cause of death is unknown. The mother did not receive
any prenatal care. The mother did not seek any medical help
No jurisdiction.
because she wasn't sure if she wanted to keep the baby. The
baby was not given a drug test. The mother's drug screen came
back positive for opiates. About a year ago, the mother was
prescribed medication for a different procedure. She recently
got the prescription filled and took the medication due to
In September 2013, mom's boyfriend raped the unknown child.
The details are unknown. The incident occurred at the
boyfriend mother's house. As a result of the sexual abuse, the
unknown child died from the incident. The boyfriend sexually
abused the child on more than one occasion. The boyfriend's
mother was giving the child a bath and thought the child was
Investigated through other intake.
tired. She later noticed the child was dead. It is unknown who
notified law enforcement. The boyfriend was arrested and taken
to jail for the sexual abuse. He is currently in jail with charges of
murder in first degree, sexual battery of victim under 12, and
aggravated child abuse. It is unknown where the mother was
during the time the incident occurred. The boyfriend was left in
a care iver role at times.

Secondary Basis for Screening
Decision

No victim established - still born

Death previously investigated.

On 7/20/14 around 12:15pm, there was a car accident on North
1-75 that involved the mother and children. The mother was
tired and went off the road, came back on the road, side swiped
another vehicle, and the mother's vehicle overturned.llllwas No allegation of maltreatment reported. In appropriate safety restraint in car.
were not
ejected from the car. It is believecllllllll an
died at the
wearing seatbelts at the time of this accident
scene of the accident- has serious injuries and is
receiving medical attention.
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Quarterly Child Fatality Screen Out Review
On 8/14/13... had a bullet hit her in the head an d
died.- and her
siblings were visiting Maternal Grandma to have their hair done. Maternal Grandma is
beautician and braids the children's hair once a year.-was sitting in between
Grandma's legs having her hair braided when gang members opened fire on the house.

11/6/2014

NOT ACCEPT

■■■I
■■I

Maternal Grandma had a bullet hit her in the chest... had a bullet hit her in the
head, and
siste� had a bullet graze her left upper arm.

Caregiver Statutoiy Guidelines not Met

Maternal Grandma's so� is involved in a gang. The gang was waiting fo� to
come home.l
Mom/Maternal Grandma kicked him out of the car after picking up
her grandchildren from school to take them to her home. This left Maternal Grandma and
her grandchildren in the car. Maternal Grandma and her grandchildren arrived at home.
The gang looked in the window and saw Maternal Grandm•
Mom and opened
fire on the house. The other grandchildren visiting the home were not injured. The
sus ects are at large.
On 11 08 201
was oun ea in is ac ar . T e cause o ea is pen ing
investigation with law enforcement. There was a duster spray (computer-cleaning spray)
lying next to him. Law enforcement has reason to believe he may have been huffing the
duster spray. He was found in rigor mortis state■ got into an argument with his
No allegation of maltreatment reported
girlfriend the night before he was found deceased Mom and-siblings were looking
for him early this morning. Mom was not awar- was huffing the duster spray.
However, Mom was awar- smoked marijuana and drank beer. Mom is overly
distrau ht re ardin the death of her son

Non Caregiver

■■■

11/8/2014

11/17/2014

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

January 30, 2015

II

The child visited family members in Haiti in summer 2014. The child is currently believed
to be deceased, although the circumstances surrounding her death are unknown, as is the
No identifying information provided
veracity of the claim that she is deceased. The child has cerebral palsy and seizures; it is
unknown if she has been or had been experiencing any medical issues, or when the
alle ed death took lace. The child's whereabouts are current! unknown.

Not a Caregiver

No Means to Locate
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Quarterly Child Fatality Screen Out Review
Intake Date

Screen In/Out
Status

11/22/2014

NOT ACCEPT

12/7/2014

NOT ACCEPT

12/10/2014

NOT ACCEPT

12/12/2014

NOT ACCEPT

January 30, 2015

Allegation Narrative

Primary Screenout Reason

On 11/21/2014, the mother's water broke in the middle night and the membranes
ruptured. The mother went to the bathroom and noticed the umbilical cord hanging, so
the mother pulled the umbilical cord because she thought the umbilical cord was around
the baby's neck. Then, the mother noticed that the baby's hand was hanging out of her
vagina. On 11/22/2014, the mother went to the hospital where she delivery
was dead at delivery. The mother held
The mother had no prenatal care. The
mother was very upset about the situation. The mother stated that the reason why she
didn't go to the hospital when her water broke because she was afraid to tell the maternal No Jurisdiction
grandmother that she was pregnant. The mother was afraid to tell the grandmother that
she was pregnant from a man that is same age as the maternal grandmother. The
maternal grandmother states that she knew that the mother was pregnant. One day, the
maternal grandmother and the mother were inside the home watching television and the
maternal grandmother said to the mother "you look like you are pregnant." When the
mother told the maternal grandmother about her water had broke over night, the
maternal grandmother took the mother to the hospital. The mother seems very childish.
The mother didn't seem very knowledgeable and appears to have a low IQ.
On 12/05/2014, the mother gave birth to a male child. The child was born premature
with a condition called Anencephaly. The condition causes the child to be born with the
brain on the outside of the skull. The child lived for only thirty minutes before he died.
No allegation of maltreatment reported
The child died as a direct result of the medical condition. There were no allegations of
abuse or neglect for the baby or the other children in the home.
On 12/09/2014,
was home during the time his infant cousin visited the
residence. The cousin was visiting her father, who lives in the residence. The infant cousin
No allegation of maltreatment reported
died in the residence due to unknown causes. There are no known safety concerns noted
for
who was also in the residence.
has been staying with his grandmother because Mom is currently in a mental health
facility. On 12/10/2014 the electricity went out during the evening. The family turned on
a space heater to warm the home. The space heater started leaking gas while the family
No allegation of maltreatment reported
was sleeping. The uncle woke up due to a bad headache. He tried to wake the
grandmother but determined she was dead. The uncle ran out of the home and called 911.
The grandmother, her paramour, and
died due to carbon monoxide poising.

Secondary Screenout Reason

No victim established stillborn

Health Related

Child was not deceased

Child died as a result of gas leak
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Quarterly Child Fatality Screen Out Review
On 12/14/2014,111 drowned in the bathtub at her father's home.

12/15/2014

NOT ACCEPT

While the family was having dinneialllll made a mess. They father put her in the tub and
went back to finish his dinner. He and his paramour hear� splashing around and
then they heard a thump and found her face down in the tub. Law enforcement was called.
When they responded they performed CPR
was pronounced dead at 9:25pm. No No Jurisdiction
arrests were made and no charges were filed.

Child death occurred in Georgia

The mother lives in Florida. The child was visiting the father for a couple of months. This
was an agreement that the parents made. The mother has a history of cruelty of children.

12/17/2014

12/17/2014

NOT ACCEPT

NOT ACCEPT

On 12/16/2014 at around SPMIIII shot himself in the head, killing hirnself.-was in
the pool bathroom when he shot himself. There is no suspension or concern regarding
this. He had been left alone while his parents attended a Christmas party. They had left
him home alone for around 3 hours, when they left he was acting normal- had been
studying and getting homework done for school, prior to the parents leaving. There is no No allegation of maltreatment reported
history or evidence of any kind of behavior, or mental illness- got the gun from his
fathers nightstand inside of an unlocked gun case. There was ammunition inside of the
case, however the gun was not loaded- had been an active shooter with his father,
they would go to the gun ranges to shoot Dad is a retired law enforcement officer.
om as a 1story o rug a use. om ta es a ot o me 1cation. om a a eta ern1se
and had to have a cesarean. It is unknown the cause of the fetal death. When morn got
done with her cesarean she went inside the room and got high with one of her friends.
Morn was so high she was unable to move and was lethargic. Morn tested positive for
opiates. Morn is supposed to be taking methadone that she was prescribed but it did not
show up in her urine drug scream.

No Jurisdiction

Suicide

No victim established stillborn

The child that morn gave birth to father was shot and killed during her pregnancy. After
the morn's child death her drug use increased.
Morn seems to be numb and detached.

12/18/2014

NOT ACCEPT

January 30, 2015

It was stated that the mother supposedly delivered a baby two to three weeks ago and the
baby died as a result of the mother's drug use. The mother used pain pills and it is
No Jurisdiction
believed she used crystal rneth as she has a history of using it The mother has four other
children that were taken from her. The mother may have delivered at Springhill Hospital.
The father of the bab was murdered in Au st 2014. No other details are known

No victim established stillborn
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Quarterly Child Fatality Screen Out Review
Intake Date

12/19/2014

Screen In/Out
Status

NOT ACCEPT

12/18/2014

NOT ACCEPT

12/29/2014

NOT ACCEPT

January 30, 2015

Allegation Narrative
Two or three days ago, the other gave birth to a baby boy. It's not known if the baby boy
passed away. If the baby is alive, it's not known if the baby tested positive for drugs. The
mother has a history of drugs. The mother uses prescription pain pills and she shoots up
crystal meth. The mother is prescribed the pain pills and she goes to the doctor but she
abuses the pills. The mother would buy dope two times a day. It was heard that the
mother was planning on selling the baby to another couple.

Primary Screenout Reason

No Jurisdiction

The mother is a typical white trash junkie. The mother is a "piece of crap". The mother
doesn't have one place she lives and she crashes at places. The father of the newborn
passes away. The mother had four previous children taken away from her due to her drug
use. The mother wall messed up in public in passed out.
committed suicide by shooting himself on 12/16 at his home. The parents were not
home during the incident. He is the only child. It is unknown if the gun was locked up or
not when the gun was used by the child. The gun was owned by the father who is retired
from law enforcement. No known history of suicide attempts or ideations. It is unknown if
No allegation of maltreatment reported
an autopsy will be done. There is no information of any abuse or neglect of the child prior
to his death. The parents wanted the child to do well with grades. He was involved with
school activities but he was having issues with grades. His grades had been going down
since October.
On 12/29/2014, the mother tested positive for cocaine and gave birth to a stillborn.
No Jurisdiction

Secondary Screenout Reason

No victim established stillborn

Suicide

No victim established stillborn
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